While Tin's imagems seem to occur (appear) 'spontaneously', they can't avoid calling attention to themselves, not by any kind of forced forefronting but, as it were, just by 'being there'.
These imagems are usually as direct and striking as is the interior feeling that they are associated with or embody. This is to say that, at their most effective, thanks to the quality of their artifice, they possess an ease and poise that is almost Zen-like; for so adroitly embedded is the craftsmanship in Tin's poems that craft itself appears to have become second nature to him, and what comes across is not 'craft' perceived as high gloss or superficial sheen but the impression of transparency, and hence the appearance of naturalness and simplicity. We have already mentioned "u čaši vode kita cvijeća" (translated as "flowers in a waterglass") as an imagem typical of Tin, accurate in its aptness and freshness. A similar plant-container appears in 'Star on High', where the observed scene fits the associated feeling so aptly that each might be said to 'define' the other: The visual picture is specific, precise, fresh and immediately visualized, in both languages.
Furthermore, even if one doesn't know Croatian, one can scarcely fail to register the pithy sonic effect of the combined plosives and four rolled 'r's, in the line "i o pitaru povrh trošne grede", especially from the vocalic /r/ in "povrh". And here, incidentally, our translation has managed to carry over the alliteration on the /p/ ("pitaru povrh"; "plant-pots perched").
This kind of combined aural and eidetic effect illustrates a further crucial point about Tin's language: that the imagem coheres as a nexus of possibilities, all of which it unleashes simultaneously. It functions neither just visually nor just acoustically, but actively engages all speech organs: lips, tongue, hard and soft palate, larynx. Can one almost smell the flowers too?
The effect of a line like this, then, is composed of all these sense impressions at once. And this observation leads in turn to the crux of the matter: richly textured and tissued in contrived artifice, Tin's imagems, while appearing 'simple' and 'transparent', operate synaesthetically.
As implied above, Tin's composite verbal patternings are inadequately described as literary 'devices' or 'techniques'. In this respect, they do not subsist just as images, which is to say, they do not function 'at a mere subsistence level'. Rather they are verbal embodiments of ways of actually experiencing and perceiving the world. To clarify this point further, at this point it is appropriate to delineate the term imagem in more detail.
When one is approaching a line like "i o pitaru povrh trošne grede", especially from the worldview of a speaker of English, the difficulty is that, if one is to do it the justice it deserves, the word image has become unsatisfactory as a descriptive or analytic tool. I suggest at least two reasons for this inadequacy. First, the word image privileges the visual faculty, and in so doing makes (and gives) inadequate 'sense' of the corresponding and equal primacy of all the other human senses: not only the aural and oral, but also the tactile and the olfactory, not to mention the as-yet-under-developed perceptual faculties that conventional registration of 'the five senses' in western discourse effectively serves to muffle, mask and minimise. Second, through generations of use by teachers and students in literature faculties, the word image has grown listless, vapid, effete. If it has not entirely lost its meaningfulness, whatever meaning does remain to it has become impoverished.
Therefore, drawing more fully from the working definition outlined in the term's first appearance above ('a bundle or nexus of integrated or correlated images'), [9] I now deploy the word imagem to differentiate the kind of immediately apprehensible, composite and synaesthetic nexus that occurs frequently in Tin's poems, from the predominantly visual (eidetic) word image. Hence, by the word imagem, which is also a key to my own poetics, I
intend a more comprehensive meaning, as follows: 'a fundamental cohering theme or motif present in and moving through a mental image' and therefore, in poetry, 'a cohering unit of interior consciousness expressed in a word or group of words, relating to the verbalisation of any sense impression or cluster (bundle, knot, group, combination, etc.) of sense impressions'.
Founded (grounded, funded, routed, rooted) in and through synaesthesia, the imagem includes the eidetic but neither depends on it nor is limited to it. It necessarily embeds (compacts, engenders and releases) energy: a mood, a tone, a feeling.
[10]
As suggested in the previous example, some of Tin's imagems are very far from being imbued with anything like a merely vapid or effete elegance. Even in exploring 'decadence' itself, they This imagem's composite artifice is immediately registered. We unpack co-occurring sensations: of smell ("mirisavu", "perfumed"); sight ("mraku", "dark"); hearing ("slušajmo", "listen") and touch, from the suggestion of stinging ("ljutu travu", "nettle's spark"). By their proximate juxtaposition, all these separate sense-words gather with focal precision into a pinpointing of inner sensation ("živci", "nerves"), almost as though an acupuncturist's needle had unerringly located and activated the qi (chi, 'vital energy') on a series of points along and among the meridians of the 'listener'.
I'm aware, incidentally, that by bringing out these synaesthetic effects even more strongly than in the original (e.g. "our nerves' thin wires are twanged to flame"), the English version might well be charged with breaking the modest bonds (bounds, double-binds) usually imposed (or self-imposed) on a translator. My reply would be that in this breaking, I believe that the English remains loyal to the polysemic, multilayered imagem gathered in the Croatian, and even lifts it.
Yet even if what this poem is actually 'about' is clearly 'triggered' by the set of sense-responses indicated above, the range of topics in a poem by Tin, as well as the mind's movement through them, is considerably more complex. To Blake, closure within "the five senses" involves 'abysmal' limitation (and self-limitation), which prohibits the possibility of experiencing "delight". Imprisonment in the depths of (presumably Plato's) cave is contrasted with the aerial freedom of any flying bird. Furthermore, the precise wording here ("an immense world of delight, clos'd by your senses five") could be taken to imply that synaesthetic connectivity opens up far more than the sum of its component "five senses". As we know from evolutionary biology, when a richer and more intricate connectivity occurs among the parts of an organism, qualitative changes follow.
The image, I suggest, is a ratiocination that belongs to the Blakean abyss. Founded in a naive mimetic theory, it limits and suffocates. But the more intricate imagem, as deployed by Tin, not only opens and reveals abundance and vitality, but the "implicate order" and harmony within abundance. [13] Hence, Tin's finest poems entirely fulfil the demands inherent in my contention -that a poet's role is to open up all the senses, not represent limited perspectives on 'reality' according to narrowly preformulated models of mimesis. Yet, even after all this, there is still more to this particular poem, because it turns out that its theme is not just to do with the rush of feelings and associations conjured up at and by a certain place at and by a certain time, and reopened. For one's passage through the text's inner paysage also opens outwards into a historical attentiveness: as already suggested, to that point at which a civilisation, past its zenith, tumbles into decadence. The time is late afternoon, early evening; and the evening is (and is at and defines) the end of an era: There is no 'I' in these lines: only an "our" / ("naša"), attached to the feminine noun phrase "lijepa tuga"('beautiful grief', 'lovely sorrow'), a stylised and sophisticated oxymoron, translated
here as "the beauty of our grieving". (Aren't all oxymorons stylised and sophisticated?) Scarcely noticing this assumption of complicity, perhaps not even registering it other than subliminally, the reader is drawn into a sadness in which, collectively, 'we' somehow find 'ourselves'
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The Book and Beyond No. 1 -Year 2 12/2011 -LT.4 resigned, and yet proud and calm for all that. This is an 'attained', 'dignified', even ironic response -all of which adjectives need highlighting between quotation marks except (ironically?) the last one: because it is the key to the rest. And if I say 'ironic' -a term that may seem wholly unexpected and even misplaced in its attribution to Tin -I mean to imply an irony so subtle and sublime that it, too, is scarcely registered. Such a sophisticated and elegant feeling-response necessarily presumes a great deal of prior training and practice. It assumes civility, civilisation: the polis and its shared history. Cunningly, unobtrusively, delicately, this imagem reconstitutes the components of the fin-de-siecle into a specific moment, and leaves it there, poised. * * *
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As for the formalities of technique in Tin's lyrics, the mot juste is always aptly placed; the rhythm is an accurate and correct embodiment of the content; and even though rhyming is easy to achieve, perhaps even too easy, in a language as highly inflected as Croatian, Tin's rhyme-choices are nearly always interesting, often brilliant, rarely merely facile, and never banal. Consider for example the untranslatable pleasure in the chime between epopeja and aleja in lines 2 and 4 of the poem just quoted.
In the felicitous cohering of all such elements in Tin's most effective poems, form achieves a kind of pearly or jewelled perfection. It appears effortlessly; so much so that, for all his individuality, and for all its pressure, the voice of the individual 'I' in these poems seems to rise out of the language itself, and therefore to be interpretable as celebration of the language
itself: of what is inherent and inherited in it.
I hope the examples already given, at least in Croatian, adequately illustrate this quality. But for an Anglophone reader this last suggestion may need more clarification. What I mean is that the specific character and qualities of the Croatian language are opened up, all at once in Tin's lines: its compression, its accuracy, its range; its ability to express, precisely and immediately, visual and sonic detail, and sonority, depth and range of feeling. If a language, any language, can be said to possess anything like a genius of its own, then Tin embodies a particular expression of the genius of Croatian that stands and will stand, monumentally. This is one of the keys to his masterly art: the synaesthetic impression of naturalness. obviously, throughout the sequence the predominant idea is also implicit that the maker and giver of the necklace which is studded with all these precious things is the masculine persona of the poet himself, while the implicitly feminised 'you' who is the recipient and 'addressee' of the necklace is the reader. The keyword here is the culturally specific, untranslatable, perfectly placed "đerdane" in the fourth line; and we can scarcely fail to register or underestimate the quality and authenticity it brings to the rest of the poem, even through the over-determined and inadequate English explication, "dowry shirt" (inadequate because over-determined).
'Đerdan' (in the nominative) is a specific and localised term that derives from the Turkish word Clearly, translation of the word "đerdane" cannot avoid being inadequate (cannot fail to fail), simply because the dowry custom is by and large obsolete in English-speaking countries. Yet by this word's delicate, detailed, aptly-placed and perfectly pitched specificity in Croatian, the entire composite imagem of the folk-wedding that develops in the final stanza is grounded, potentialised, informed: "u perli i zlatu", "kolajnu", "tvome vratu"; "pearls and gold", necklace", "your throat". Kuzmanović's comment enables the entire marriage custom to come alive, illuminating how this dense, complex detail (a word-gem in itself) is the key that unlocks the fuller perspectives of the poem in its cultural context, which would otherwise have been all too easily lost in translation. For the necklace is neither merely ornamental nor merely a displayed or 'essence' of the 'original' is so culture-specific that it is inherently untranslatable. Either way, the entire poem will arouse in the reader something between a mild irritation and the sour taste of having being cheated. According to such a reading, then the necklace cannot be made of gold and pearl: it is an imitation, a fake.
When all is said and done, I think a reading that goes to these lengths of disapproval has to be a misinterpretation, because by failing to register the implications of the word "đerdan", it does not take into account the notion of dramatic monologue explored above, insisting rather on the assumption that the poem's entire function is a naive kind of self-expression: a naive assumption in itself. That is to say, such an interpretation involves the reader's projection of the vice of naivety onto the poet, a charge which should rightfully be directed back to the reader.
So too should similar charges of 'insincerity', 'lapse in taste', etc. Such a reading, it could be argued, posits a failure to respond to the precise quality that makes any poem a poem: its foundation in an art, a craft, in Italian a mestiere.
Again, and yet again… it has to be said that it is hard not to trace a tinge of at least some such 'decadence' at some level of response to this poem. This issue recurs in readings of too many of Tin's lyrics to be entirely dismissible: there is an ambivalence, and I believe it is one that is necessary and inevitable… Perhaps the frisson discharged by this kind of ambivalence belongs to all 'decadent' art, as one of its defining features… Anyway, I bring in the words "necessary"
and "inevitable", because the element of embarrassment or irritation in the reader's response, whether dominant or subliminal, is part of the risk that Tin knowingly takes in exploring feeling. He sometimes tumbles into sentimentality, sometimes wobbles and teeters on its edge, and sometimes precariously balances over it without falling and, so, steadily and successfully confounds it. Finally, "exploring feeling" in turn opens up a wider and more but it is one which will lead back to his poems, hopefully opening a deeper, richer seam into and through them.
In English, the pinnacle of the tradition that associates and sometimes identifies beauty, pain and death is of course to be found in Keats. Incidentally, there is no evidence, so far as I know, [16] This is a brilliant and delicate observation, which will flood its slight, intense beam back on Tin's lyrical poems, illuminating them too. Leighton reminds us that the thread of 'beauty' does run, even though inconstantly and fitfully, through 20th century English poetry and fiction. To which I think it needs to be added: it runs not only throughout and out of the 19th century, somehow or other surviving into and through the 20th too, but out of it into the 21st. In 20th century literature, however, it is not a constant flame. Actually, it is irrelevant. It is nonfunctional. It is also irreverent. It doesn't fit. And for these reasons, it is awkward. It is discomfiting too, because it makes us feel awkward. But it is tough. Against the odds, it makes a come-back. It survives, even if only in patches and corners. In fits and starts. Fitfully.
Throughout the modernist and post-modernist period, 'beauty' has posed a huge aesthetic problem which refuses to go away. Holocaust, Stalin's purges and death camps, and the mushroom clouds over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. By the end of the Second World War, the amorality of beauty and the horror and pain it arouses is so acutely and directly juxtaposed against adjacent atrocity, that it becomes, literally, unbearable. It is so unbearable to Adorno, that at one point in his intellectual career he even recommends that there should be no more lyric poetry after Auschwitz (Adorno 19 ). Yet of all the poems in the world, in a poem that is still a lyric and still incapable of ending in a full stop, this juxtaposition is pitched most ironically, most bitterly, most excruciatingly, most unforgettably -incomparably and for all time -in Paul Celan's 'Todesfuge' ('Death Fugue'), published in 1952. It ends with its 'lyrical' refrain to end all refrains:
Der Tod ist ein Meister aus Deutschland dein goldenes haar Margarate dein aschenes Haar Sulamith Death is a master from Germany your golden hair Margarete your ashen hair Shulamith (Celan 52-53)
We note: there is no shrinking from beauty here. Nor I believe is there any such shrinking in the entirety of Celan's work, all of which addresses this issue, and does so in and through pain.
Next to this, however, the reaction of modern English poets against beauty seems pitifully inadequate and provincial. Philip Larkin's contribution, for example, whose writings for some inexplicable reason remain wholly acceptable to contemporary English taste, is to offer a piece Second, according to this line of thinking, from the point of view of psychological insight and empathy, the statement could not be more exactly delineated and portrayed.
Third, to expand and justify the first two points, the poem's artifice is not only perfect but tactfully and discreetly evident as undertone or, rather, as undertow to the waves of feeling that crash across its surface. Hence the first impression of an urbane, polished, plausible veneer is beguiling. The poem's 'deeper' effectiveness resides in its clever impression of physical immediacy. For example, the keyword "noćas" ('tonight') is repeated three times and further heightened by a further indication of night: "u dnu noći" ('the bottom of night', 'the depths of night', translated here as "night's abyss") The effect of these repetitions is to draw the reader back, again and again, into its poised moment. All this suggests that, even in terms that a critic as taxing as F. R. Leavis might have applied as a test of quality, the poem is in his terminology 'realised' (real-ised: made real). Fourth, the poem's entire vocabulary-set resonates a sexual register, which, together with its repetitions and rhythms, combine to suggest a powerful erotic movement. This is traceable from the passionate and soulful isolation of the 'I' in the first stanza, burning and sweating in tears, to the four-times repeated "-imo" verb-ending in the last two lines, indicating 'we':
"plačimo, plačimo… / umrimo, umrimo", "we weep, we weep, / we die, we die". If the 'we' here is interpreted as two people together, rather than as a generalised indication of community and communality, the piece becomes readable as a love-poem of extraordinary delicacy and gentleness. While indications of jouissance, of le petit mort, once drawn attention to, could scarcely be more evident ("umrimo, umrimo") , this layer of meaning, though constantly present, is never overstated. The erotic layering is subtle and tactful. And its very last phrase, "u samoći" ("alone"), also provides the second half of an oxymoron, since grammatically the act or process of 'dying' here is something that involves 'us' both, together ("umrimo, umrimo", "we die, we die"); for, if 'we' "die" 'together', how can we be "alone"? Hence, this final "alone" is many things at once. At the first level, it is a return to isolation: after the intensity of "beautiful" passion, after its movement and its moment, to post-coital sadness, to the "lijepa tuga"
('beautiful grief' or 'lovely sorrow') already encountered in another poem. At the second level, it is a statement about mortality itself. As Derrida has clarified once and for all, it is literally impossible to 'die for another.' Dying by definition is and has to be done, inevitably, by every mortal being, by oneself, alone (Derrida 1995 I conclude these notes with an all-too-brief brief glance at 'Svakidašnja jadikovka' ('Daily Lament'). The waves of emotion released in Tin's poems can often be so raw in delivery that their effect is stunning, sometimes leaping and tumbling, almost as it were vertically, through, across and out of the rippling horizontality of his formal rhythms, in a discomfiting, awkward, And utterance is a burning stake though I must yell it out, I must, or like a kindled log, burn out.
Just let me be a bonfire on a hill, just one breath in the fire, if not a scream hurled from the roofs.
Oh God, let it be over with, this miserable wandering under a vault as deaf as stone.
Here is another poem that takes every imaginable risk. It is, in all senses, on the edge. But in terms of modulation, pace and emphasis, the patterning here is flawless. 'Svakidašnja jadikovka' ('Daily Lament') is Tin's lyrical masterpiece. Unrhymed, but with an inescapable, incessant, pounding rhythm, it insists, with slow inevitability, on successive waves of feeling that tumble over one another in rapid succession, oscillating between unease, anxiety, angst, anger, anguish and despair. I think this is a universally powerful poem. I don't believe there is a human being, however sanguine, who hasn't at some time felt something of what it expresses.
Finally, what is most astounding about it is the vitality, vigour and dignity that pulse through it:
its beat, its breath, is paradoxically most full of life even in the fullness of its diatribe against life.
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